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Frankfurt-based market data vendor VWD has added data on Austrian index provider iQ-Foxx’s smart
beta indexes to its data products, in a move that officials say will allow users to reduce portfolio
volatility, allowing them to increase their holdings in riskier assets while still controlling risk.

The new content, which is targeted at fund managers, investment firms, private banks, investment banks, family
offices and asset managers, is part of an ongoing plan to expand ’s index products in response to increased
customer demand for data over the past 18 months, says Achim Beisswenger, executive director for sales and
product management at VWD, adding that VWD is the only vendor of any significant size to carry this data,
besides Bloomberg.

“We are working hard to expand our index portfolio and give our customers a deeper view of index data,”
Beisswenger says, adding that ’s indexes are the “perfect match” for VWD’s strategic positioning.

Roland Meier, managing director of iQ-Foxx in Vienna, says the vendor calculates the 150 indexes using a
methodology that combines information from macroeconomic, fundamental and technical variables, generating
forecast indicators which are aggregated to produce signals that anticipate the movements of the underlying
markets.

iQ-Foxx’s suite of indexes is comprised of several types of gauges: Its equity indexes cover stock markets in
developed and emerging countries in North America, Latin America, Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia; its
thematic indexes track fields such as water, sustainability, biotechnology, technology and the internet; its
commodity indexes follow markets such as crude oil, heating oil and gold; its foreign exchange indexes include
the currencies of the G10 group of industrialized nations; its bond indexes include US, German, Japanese and
Korean sovereign bonds, as well as covered and emerging market bonds, in addition to euro-denominated,
inflation-protected sovereign bonds, and investment-grade and high-yield corporate bonds denominated in US
dollars. The index family also includes real estate investment trust (REIT) indexes.

Beisswenger says the new content allows VWD clients to minimize portfolio volatility, enabling them use the data
as a portfolio benchmark and mix different indexes to build a synthetic benchmark. For example, while the smart
beta iQ-Foxx Germany index has behaved and performed similarly to the DAX index operated by German
exchange operator Deutsche Börse since 2009, the volatility of the iQ-Foxx German index has been 30
percentage points lower than the DAX over the same period.

VWD tested the new datasets—which are updated daily, and also include historical time-series data for each of
the indexes—for about four weeks before making them available on its Market Manager and Portfolio Manager
workstations, as well as on its finanztreff.de website.

To make it easier to use the new content, VWD has created so-called “VWD Pages,” which feature a
pre-defined view of the available markets and regions, and has fully integrated the data into the search functions
within Market Manager, Portfolio Manager and finanztreff.de, Beisswenger says.

VWD will provide the index data at no additional cost to existing clients, and will offer the signals as part of a
separate, subscription-based package that will be available starting this week at a 50 percent discount for three
months.
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